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Overview
Asbury Design is a boutique full-service advertising agency based in Eugene. President
Steven Asbury remarked that Asbury Design focuses on the quality of its clientele and what
the agency produces, rather than the quantity. Due to the small staff and in-depth projects,
Asbury himself runs Asbury Design’s social media accounts - Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Pinterest, Houzz and Vimeo.
For this audit, each member of our team took on a different channel to analyze and
compare to the primary competitors Asbury mentioned in the initial meeting: Funk/Levis &
Associates, bell+funk and CAWOOD. Our range of analysis is the month of January 2015.
Facebook
This section is focused on analyzing the Facebook page of all three competitors and
comparing them to Asbury Design’s page. The key factors that will be taken into
consideration will be the number of likes each page has, the level of interaction (i.e. like,
comment, share) per post, and the type of content that each post contains.
Funk/Levis has 946 likes, CAWOOD has 635, bell+funk has 613 and Asbury Design has 440.
Asbury Design is falling behind its competitors by a significant amount and the source of
that difference comes from several sources. The first source is the post frequency. All three
competing agencies have at least one post every other week and each post has several
comments, like and shares. Asbury Design’s Facebook page does not have a constant
presence. It will have one post every month or every other month, which is extremely low.
Not only that, but the content of the posts are not very effective. The competitors have
videos and images that are both directly and indirectly linked to the agencies. Asbury
Design’s post are mostly “informative.” They focus on projects that the agency has done but
they’re not exciting. They don’t encourage a two-way conversation with its followers, which is
essential in social media.
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If Asbury Design increased and maintained a constant presence on Facebook and posted
more engaging content (i.e. videos, photos, before-after projects, personal and relatable
content) it would have more followers. Which will benefit the agency by drawing traffic to its
website and company, and can help it catch up and even outgrow its competitors.
Twitter
Because Steven Asbury runs both his personal and his
professional Twitter accounts, we analyzed the two against
one another. As is shown in the graph to the right, Asbury’s
personal account (@StevenAsbury) is overall more active
and influential than the company’s (@AsburyDesign), with
nearly twenty times the number of tweets (i.e., 1,199 vs. 61)
and over ten times the number of followers (i.e., 915 vs. 90).
In January, Asbury tweeted eight times as much from his
personal account as the company account, 21 of the
personal tweets being replies to followers, versus none
from the company account.
The most successful tweet from both accounts had a common theme: It communicated
directly with a specific group of followers. In the case of Asbury’s personal account, this was
done with “#J100,” which applied to a class that was encouraged to live tweet with the
hashtag during his guest lecture. In the case of the company account, this tweet
congratulated two Asbury Design interns on their recent graduation.
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In terms of the local competitors’ Twitter accounts, Funk/Levis & Associates has the most
followers with 1,660 and bell+funk has the least with 59. Asbury Design falls closest to
bell+funk in terms of the number of followers, but has a more consistent and engaging
presence, as bell+funk’s last tweet occurred August 18.
Asbury Design’s major competitors’ most engaging tweets are below. One was not included
for bell+funk because the company has only tweeted nine times, none of which had any
retweets, favorites or replies.

Funk/Levis & Associates’ most engaging tweet for January had six retweets and four
favorites. CAWOOD did not tweet for the month of January, but its most engaging tweet
from December linked the user to an Infographic posted on their Facebook.
Compared to his professional competitors, Steven Asbury’s Twitter account shows a much
stronger presence, especially considering Funk/Levis & Associates has nearly 700 more
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followers than him, yet Asbury’s most engaging tweet from January had significantly higher
numbers than Funk/Levis & Associates’. Asbury’s professional account, however, is lacking.
CAWOOD’s most engaging tweet has only one fewer retweet and one fewer favorite than
Asbury Design’s most engaging tweet, which is impressive when looking at CAWOOD’s higher
number of followers (404 vs. 90), but concerning when looking at CAWOOD’s sporadic, old
tweets (three over the past four months). Given Asbury Design’s more frequent tweets, it
should naturally pick up more followers. It hasn’t, however, meaning that the issue lies in
the content.
It is no coincidence that the most engaging tweets from Asbury’s personal and professional
accounts engage with a niche portion of his audience. It feels more personal when a hashtag
for a select group is used, or when people specifically get tagged. Similarly, Funk/Levis &
Associates took a break from tweets with professional content to give its followers one that
would make them laugh. All of these tactics help the brand’s audience remember that there
is a face behind the company and makes it more relatable.

LinkedIn
Asbury Design’s LinkedIn is disconnected from its intentions to engage with CEOs,
comparative ad agencies, and local and national businesses. Comprised of 31 followers,
minute amounts of information, and no communicative posts, the account falls short of
content when compared to agencies such as Funk/Levis & Associations, bell+funk, CAWOOD
and Ruby Porter.
Funk/Levis & Associations has a dynamic LinkedIn account with 177 followers and diverse
biweekly postings. Its most recent post discusses new FCC rules on the Internet, which are
slated to bring positive change for PR persons and social media users. CAWOOD’s account,
on the other hand, has 106 followers but hasn’t posted any new material in 11 months. It’s
last post provided a link to its company blog site with a story about networking in the
industry. Although it is much more developed, Steven Asbury’s personal account does not
post material, however he does like and congratulate connections on their career successes.

Local Competitor Ad Agencies and Their Followers
Asbury Designs

Funk/Levis &
Assoc.

CAWOOD

bell+funk

Ruby Porter

32

177

106

67

47

A common link among the competitor accounts is that traffic is
intermittent. The accounts have a “people also viewed” section,
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where it’s apparent that visitors on one account actively searched for the others. Asbury
Design’s account shows no connection to the competitors and only has one listing under
that subhead. It would be beneficial to use Steven Asbury’s personal account to network for
Asbury Design’s profile, seeing as he personally has 500+ connections, listed
accomplishments, and past employer praise.
Pinterest
Pinterest has about 70 million total users; 68 percent of them being between the ages 35-54,
and a majority of them mothers. Although this is not the ideal audience for the advertising
aspect of the company, it would work well for the interior design area of the agency. Asbury
Design’s Pinterest account has one board - Asbury Design Interiors - and only five pins. The
account has 22 followers, zero likes and only 10 total re-pins and one favorite. This is a fairly
low interaction rate for even an average personal Pinterest account. The most successful
post (seen below) received 9 re-pins, while almost none of the other posts received any
interaction.
All posts from Asbury Design are of modern home decor set-ups,
two pins are of the same living room, two pins are of the same
dining room set-up, and one is of a modern kitchen. The most
successful posts appear more focused on one specific aspect of
the room to centralize the focus and eliminate visual clutter. The
more successful posts are also more aesthetically pleasing.
The re-pins all came from people pinning to boards which
contained “dream house” content or general home decorating
ideas. DIY projects and decor ideas tend to be the most popular
pins on Pinterest boards.
When searching for “Asbury Design” in the search bar no results
appear. The only way to get to the Pinterest page is to search for
Steven Asbury in “Pinners” or to go directly to Asburydesign.net
and click on the Pinterest link in the corner of the home page.
Although no local competitor businesses had Pinterest accounts, below is a compilation of
similar company’s Pinterest accounts that have a more successful following and a higher
level of interaction.
Artobrand Consultancy and Design has 7,156 followers, 12,405 pins, 63 boards and 46 likes.
Below is an example of its most successful boards.
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The most important strategy for Pinterest is to have a cohesive brand idea, and each
separate board should have its own unique theme. Artobrand has many design boards, but
each board focuses on one type of design.
Interior Design Consultants Perth has 187 followers, 1,593 pins, 11 boards and 67 likes.
Below are the most successful posts from its Pinterest account.

Interior Design Consultants Perth has a similar layout to the last: One cohesive idea as a
brand and boards with unique theme that still fit under that same initial idea. This is
important because people like continuity.
Houzz
None of Asbury Design’s competitors have an account of Houzz, which gives the agency an
advantage. The company doesn’t have to worry about how much notice the other agencies
are getting and it can dominate the market.
Asbury Design has 25 followers, which is very low compared to other companies that are
active on Houzz. Even though this is not one of the main channels the agency is focusing on,
it can still help Asbury Design stand out and obtain more clients. If the company were to
request reviews from the people that it has already worked with, potential customers will be
more trusting. By reading positive first-hand stories and reviews, people will want to look at
some of the previous work Asbury has done and even reach out and try to get involved with
the company.
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By being more active on Houzz and requesting reviews, Asbury Design can greatly increase
its potential to attract clients. By generating traffic, people and companies will start to take
notice and will reach out.
Vimeo
Asbury Design uses Vimeo, a video sharing service, to post the commercials that it created
for its clients. Vimeo is primarily used for posting work, unlike its other media counterparts.
This is an excellent video sharing
website for clients and local business
owners to view Asbury Design’s
work. Businesses and users often
prefer Vimeo because of its quick
upload speeds and fast-streaming
abilities. Asbury’s Vimeo portfolio is
aesthetically appealing and easy to
maneuver, which is similar to its
style of work. The company posted
links to its Facebook and Twitter
pages to drive clients to Asbury’s
other social media websites. It helps
to create cohesion with the company's other social media site and in return, drive more
digital activity to the firm. Asbury has an edge against its competition because it is the only
company that has a Vimeo account. The other companies posted some of its work to
YouTube, as opposed to Vimeo. YouTube is cluttered and can distract viewers from the
video, unlike Vimeo. Vimeo offers a clean layout and it focuses on the video itself, as
opposed to YouTube's distracting interface. These subtle choices have helped the company
separate from its competition.
Recommendations
Asbury Design shows potential to have influence on social media, provided it focuses its
efforts. On Twitter, Asbury Design should utilize local hashtags, such as #J100, and post
content to generate conversation among followers. One way to execute this is to ask for
feedback on links to articles or videos posted as Asbury Design and retweet Asbury Design
tweets to Asbury’s personal account. Asbury Design has a weak presence on Facebook, but it
has the potential to match up and even outweigh the presence of its competitors. To
improve traffic, there needs to be more interaction with their followers. The posts should be
about the things the company has created, but it also needs some variety to reach different
publics. By posting and sharing things that are not solely Asbury Design, the content will
seem more personable.
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Utilize LinkedIn as a networking tool to market Asbury Design to the company’s target
audiences. Since the company’s LinkedIn account shows lack of intention, it would be
beneficial to either consolidate with Steven Asbury’s personal account or place more
emphasis on developing it. Regular postings, open-ended communication, and following
competitor agencies and national brands would be effective. Following competitor agencies
would establish intermittent communication, something that local competitors already
showcase on LinkedIn. It would also give Asbury Design the advantage of remaining
up-to-date with competitor insight and intentions.
Asbury Design’s desired clientele does not match the major demographic of Pinterest as a
social media platform. It is because of this reason that it may be more beneficial for Asbury
Design to utilize its Pinterest account for the interior design area of the agency rather than
the advertising and branding area. Because no other competitors have pinterest accounts, it
would be a great way to reach a larger demographic than Asbury Design’s interior design
competitors. By pinning more often with more content Asbury Design’s Pinterest page can
become a great resource for people to draw inspiration for their own projects and to have
the company name reach a larger audience. It was very hard to find the Asbury Design’s
Pinterest account from the site in the search bar, which emphasizes the importance of using
key words in boards and pins to make it easier to find the site for those who are not looking
for one particular person’s account. Some key words Asbury Design may benefit from for
more daily traffic are design, agency, brand, consulting, style, interior, logo, website,
inspiration, Eugene, Oregon, print or Asbury.
There are some changes that can be made to improve Asbury Design's Vimeo page. In
addition to its Facebook and Twitter links on the page, Asbury should consider adding its
LinkedIn and a direct link to the company’s home page. This will give clients more outlets to
connect with Asbury Design. The company should consider adding a feature that allows
visitors to share Asbury Design’s work on its social media feeds. This feature will help the
company reach an even wider clientele base that they haven't tapped into.
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